
   Indigenous Sci-Fi

 Love Beyond Body, Space, and Time
An Indigenous LGBT Sci-Fi Anthology
by VARIOUS

ISBN: 9780993997075
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Bedside Press
Pub. Date: 2016-09-30
Pages: 120
Price: $10.00

Love Beyond Body, Space, and Time is a collection of indigenous science fiction and urban fantasy focusing on LGBT and two-spirit characters. These
stories range from a transgender woman undergoing an experimental medication that enables her to live the lives of her maternal ancestors to young lovers
separated through decades and meeting in the future. These are stories of machines and magic, love and self-love.

 mitewacimowina
Indigenous Science Fiction and Speculative Storytelling
by Neal Mcleod

ISBN: 9781926886398
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Theytus Books
Pub. Date: 2016-12-15
Pages: 240
Price: $24.95

What do you get when you ask the finest Indigenous writers todream of the future?Many strange tales woven and crafted to keep the reader gluedto the book
until its final page. Featuring cover art by awardwinning artist Steven Paul Judd and the talents of KateriAkiwenzie-Damm, Jesse Archibald-Barber, Damon
BadgerHeit, Tania Carter, Trevor Greyeyes, Brian Hudson, RebeccaLafond, Lee Maracle, Neal McLeod, Duncan Mercredi, DanielDavid Moses, Eden
Robinson, Cathy Smith, Bill Stevenson,Drew Hayden Taylor, Richard Van Camp

 Take Us to Your Chief
And Other Stories
by Drew Hayden Taylor

ISBN: 9781771621311
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Douglas & McIntyre (2013) Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2016-10-08
Pages: 160
Price: $18.95

A forgotten Haudenosaunee social song beams into the cosmos like a homing beacon for interstellar visitors. A computer learns to feel sadness and grief
from the history of atrocities committed against First Nations. A young Native man discovers the secret to time travel in ancient petroglyphs. Drawing
inspiration from science fiction legends like Arthur C. Clarke, Isaac Asimov and Ray Bradbury, Drew Hayden Taylor frames classic science-fiction tropes in
an Aboriginal perspective.
			The nine stories in this collection span all traditional topics of science fiction--from peaceful aliens to hostile invaders; from space travel to time travel;
from government conspiracies to connections across generations. Yet Taylor's First Nations perspective draws fresh parallels, likening the cultural
implications of alien contact to those of the arrival of Europeans in the Americas, or highlighting the impossibility of remaining a "good Native" in such an
unnatural situation as a space mission.
			Infused with Native stories and variously mysterious, magical and humorous, Take Us to Your Chief is the perfect mesh of nostalgically 1950s-esque
science fiction with modern First Nations discourse.
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 Walking the Clouds

An Anthology of Indigenous Science Fiction
by Grace L.-ed. Dillon

ISBN: 9780816529827
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Sun Tracks
Publisher: University of Arizona Press
Pub. Date: 2012-03-01
Pages: 272
Price: $28.95

In this first-ever anthology of Indigenous science fiction Grace Dillon collects some of the finest examples of the craft with contributions by Native
American, First Nations, Aboriginal Australian, and New Zealand Maori authors. The collection includes seminal authors such as Gerald Vizenor,
historically important contributions often categorized as "magical realism" by authors like Leslie Marmon Silko and Sherman Alexie, and authors more
recognizable to science fiction fans like William Sanders and Stephen Graham Jones. Dillon's engaging introduction situates the pieces in the larger context
of science fiction and its conventions.   
    Organized by sub-genre, the book starts with Native slipstream, stories infused with time travel, alternate realities and alternative history like Vizenor's
"Custer on the Slipstream." Next up are stories about contact with other beings featuring, among others, an excerpt from Gerry William's The Black Ship.
Dillon includes stories that highlight Indigenous science like a piece from Archie Weller's Land of the Golden Clouds, asserting that one of the roles of
Native science fiction is to disentangle that science from notions of "primitive" knowledge and myth. The fourth section calls out stories of apocalypse like
William Sanders' "When This World Is All on Fire" and a piece from Zainab Amadahy's The Moons of Palmares. The anthology closes with examples of
biskaabiiyang, or "returning to ourselves," bringing together stories like Eden Robinson's "Terminal Avenue" and a piece from Robert Sullivan's Star Waka.  

    An essential book for readers and students of both Native literature and science fiction, Walking the Clouds is an invaluable collection. It brings together
not only great examples of Native science fiction from an internationally-known cast of autho ...
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